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PART 1
A. Introduction
Addressing the issue of data management and data integrity within the pharmaceutical industry can seem
a daunting effort. Data management that ensures integrity of the associated data requires more than
risk-based computer system validations. It requires understanding the events that precipitated this focus,
understanding the intent of the governing regulations and guidance, and enforcement actions. This
paper is written to remove some of the mystery from the topic and to provide readers a broad
background on the topic of data management and data integrity and suggestions for how they might
begin to address this issue within their company. The paper begins with a history for regulators focus on
data integrity in GXP activities, and proceeds to identify the relevant global regulations and guidelines
including those from FDA, EMA, MHRA, WHO, and PIC/S. Enforcement actions taken over the past tenplus years are highlighted, and specific actions that firms might take are identified.
Data management and governance should be incorporated into a firms’ Quality Management System.
The Quality unit should be active in partnership with the IT functional area and provide appropriate
partnering to ensure compliant solutions are put in place and managed thru their lifecycle. This should
not be exclusively the responsibility of the IT department to implement and manage. Although high level
processes and oversight is essential to an effective data management program, this is an area where
every employee of the company has a role to play in documentation of laboratory results, completion of
batch records and other record required by GxP rules.
Significant sections of the paper address QC Laboratory functions and FDA enforcement actions for two
reasons:
1. The Quality Control Laboratory is currently the most common area in which to identify data
management concerns, and
2. FDA publishes enforcement actions with greater granularity than other regulatory authorities. The
reader should not, however, interpret this to mean that only FDA is applying enforcement actions.
Requirements for sound data management that ensure integrity of GxP data are recognized by major
regulatory authorities and enforcement actions have been taken by most.
I begin by providing background for this regulatory enforcement focus to provide context for
understanding today’s actions.
B. Regulatory Enforcement Background
It is important to understand the history that gave rise to the current data management and data integrity
focus by regulatory authorities. This focus represents an evolution over the past 30-plus years and
addresses both changes in technology and learnings from GMP inspections. Assurance of data integrity is
a component of the larger category of data management and applies equally to paper records and electronic
records. So, let’s begin with some history of how we reached this point.
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The “generics scandal” of the 1980’s raised the issue of falsified data submitted to FDA in support of drug
approvals.i One outcome of this scandal was the shift in focus of the FDA pre-approval inspection (PAI) to
evaluate raw laboratory data included in the marketing application and evaluate whether the site was
capable of manufacture as described in the application. This scandal also prompted implementation of the
Application Integrity Policy in 1991 which “describes the Agency's approach regarding the review of
applications that may be affected by wrongful acts that raise significant questions regarding data reliability ”.
Five firms are on the current CDER Application Integrity Policy List effective October 1, 2015.
In parallel, FDA recognized the increased reliance on computerized systems within the pharmaceutical
industry. They developed and published 21 CFR Part 11, the final rule on Electronic Records and Electronic
Signatures in 1997. While the requirements for electronic signatures were reasonably well understood,
confusion remained on both sides regarding the interpretation and enforcement of requirements for
electronic records. In 2003 FDA published a Guidance for Industry, Part 11, Electronic Records; Electronic
Signatures –Scope and Application to address enforcement priorities. FDA continues to communicate their
interpretations in compliance actions such as forms 483 and warning letters, podium presentations and on
their GMP Q&A web site page.
In light of these two events, the generic drug scandal and the rule on Electronic Records and Electronic
Signatures, the current warning letters and forms 483 that cite issues associated with data integrity should
come as no surprise. As early as 2000, a warning letter issued to Schein Pharmaceuticals ii cited lack of
control over computerized laboratory systems including lack of password control and broad ranging
staff authority to change data. FDA issued a 15-page form 483 to Able Laboratories in New Jersey in 2005.
Failing laboratory results were identified that were not reported, and among the observations was failure
to review electronic data including audit trails. Warning letters citing deficiencies in the broad area of
data integrity were issued to Actavis Totowa LLC site in the US, in 2007. Three warning letters were issued
to two Ranbaxy sites in 2006 and 2008 HERE, HERE, and HERE.
Based on these compliance actions, FDA announced a pilot program in 2010 to evaluate data integrity as
part of routine GMP inspections. FDA planned to use the information gained from these inspections to
determine whether revisions to Part 11 or additional guidance on the topic were necessary. FDA also
committed to take appropriate enforcement actions on issues identified during the inspections. The program
is described in a slide deck presented by Robert Tollefsen at a variety of industry conferences in 2010. In
the slide deck FDA stresses that they will “continue to enforce all predicate rule requirements, including
requirements for records and recordkeeping.” In fact, deficiencies in Part 11 are rarely, if ever, cited in
warning letters citing data integrity deficiencies because almost all are failures to comply with the predicate
rules.
FDA found the problems were widespread during this pilot evaluation, and enforcement actions in this area
continue. With this background on the topic we now move to address the regulations and guidance
published in this area in part 2.
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ii The warning letter is not available on the current FDA web site and must be requested under FOI. Following is the

specific deficiency, #6 among the deficiencies listed in the warning letter:
6. Failure to maintain the integrity and adequacy of the laboratory's computer systems used by the
Quality Control Unit in the analysis and processing of test data. For example:
a) There was a lack of a secure system to prevent unauthorized entry in restricted data systems. Data edit
authorization rights were available to all unauthorized users, not only the system administrator.
b) The microbiology departments original reports on sterility test failures of Penicillin G Potassium for injection,
lots 9804024 and 9811016 due to environmental mold, which were sent via electronic mail to the Quality
Assurance Management, differed significantly from the versions included in the Quality Assurance
Management's official reports.
c) The network (b) (4) module design limitations, which can only support up to four chromatographic data
acquisition systems, had up to five chromatographic systems connected. There was no validation showing this
configuration to be acceptable.
d) System testing was not conducted to insure that each system as configured could handle high sampling rates.
Validation of the systems did not include critical system tests such as volume, stress, performance, boundary
and compatibility.
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